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GV MULTIMEDIA BECOMES GVAV!
READ ALL ABOUT OUR BRAND REINVENTION ON PAGE 71
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AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

Farewell GV Multimedia,
Hello GVAV!
The past year has been a mixed bag for GV to say the least! The latter half of 2019 saw huge changes at Head Ofﬁce as a management
restructure saw Lilian Cutting move into the position of Deputy Chairman. The move also coincided with the introduction of Daniel
Abrahams to the team, where he and I were appointed the roles of Joint Managing Directors of GV Multimedia. We’re incredibly excited
at the prospect of what the changes at the top will bring to the company and how it will beneﬁt our valued customers.
On the ﬂipside of that, the Coronavirus crisis saw many operations around the globe grind to a halt. However, rather that sit back and ride
the terrible situation out, we continued with business as usual (safely, of course) and took the opportunity to strengthen ourselves in
securing the hugely important ISO27001 accreditation - the global standard for information security.
That’s not all, we’ve also been hard at work on the development of a brand new GV website, which has recently launched. To coincide with
this, Bright Ideas, and the changes to the Board of Directors, we’ve opted to freshen up our branding in a big way. With the term
‘Multimedia’ no longer reﬂecting our work adequately, we’re excited to announce that we have rebranded to GVAV and produced an
updated logo. We’re very excited about the changes and hope that you are as well!
As always, the past year has also seen huge advances in technology and the AV industry. A slightly quieter ISE still provided the usual
bounty of innovation, despite a number of exhibitors opting to forgo the event due to the outbreak. This year we noticed a large emphasis
on Uniﬁed Communication solutions. With the massive rise in the popularity of remote meetings and working from home, this area of
AV is producing some very exciting tech. Going hand-in-hand with collaboration and video conferencing, UC is revolutionising the way
we work and so we’re urging customers to consider how these technologies can augment their practices - particularly in light of the
pandemic. Speaking of COVID-19, you can ﬁnd more solutions to help adjust to the new normal on page 78.
I hope you enjoy this latest issue of Bright Ideas from GVAV. We value all feedback, so please let us know if you have any comments. We
also hope that you and your loved ones have remained safe and well through these difﬁcult times and we look forward to hearing from
you soon.
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Technical Furniture Specialists

Easily Facilitate
Online Learning
Connex
Mobile trolley solution able to
accommodate multiple screens
Easily deploy remote / distance / virtual
learning setups into any environment

Horizontal & vertical
adjustment for optimal
screen alignment

Camera shelf &
sound bar mount

Up to 400x400
VESA screens

Cable management
channels

We can accommodate
any screen requirements
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Technical Furniture Specialists

Flexible Screen Trolleys
Switch 90
Can be utilised as digital signage, wayfinder point,
traditional screen trolley or as a touch screen table.
Customisable connectivity

Storage space for AV

Electrically height
adjustable
Screen turns 90°
into a flat surface

CoACT
Flexible display solution that facilitates
different learning styles within the
same space.
4U internal rack space

Whiteboard

Front & rear panel access
Customisable connectivity
Robust steel construction
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Screen

BrightIdeas

Audio Visual Lecterns
Aries V2

Brand new service

Printed Branding

Choose your working angle

Printed directly onto the metalwork...
High quality logos can be printed directly
onto the surface of our products to promote
your branding to customers and employees.
Promote your brand
Audio Visual Lecterns / Screen Trolleys
Label your connectivity ports
Data Interface Plates
(HDMI / USB / Mini DP / Switcher)

Jupiter Shuttle
House your digital signage kit

Fixed angle models still available

Tamper proof
- Robust steel construction
- Secure locking bar + padlock

Adjustable VESA
mounting arms

Slide out plate facilitates seamless
AV/IT integration

Complete cable management

3 models able to wall-mount up to
800x600 VESA / 70kg screens

- Open ends for cable access
- Cable ties and bridge forms
for excess cable length
- All cables are concealed
behind screen

Small tabs
for grip
0° / 5° / 10°
downwards tilt

Quick & easy equipment access
- 75x75 / 100x100 VESA size spacing
- Screen left undisturbed during installation
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Technical Furniture Specialists

SYNERGY

Collaborative Tables
The SYNERGY COLLABORATIVE TABLE range is a dynamic and
innovative solution that allows users to share ideas and
information seamlessly.
SYNERGY is designed to fit specific user requirements,
ranging from a two-seater huddle space to a 20-seat
boardroom style table.

Choose your preferred worktop shape...

Plectrum

Reverse
Plectrum

Quad

Blade

Teardrop

Brand New Design
Internal shelves for
mounting AV equipment

V4

Option
Available with safety
screens for safe working

Modular design
Can be assembled
by a single person

Height adjustable
configurations
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Made-to-measure
PC cages

Bespoke connectivity
(HDMI / USB / Mini DP /
aperture for control panel)

Improved mast access
Better cable and
equipment management

BrightIdeas

Made to measure furniture. Made be�er.

Made to specific requirements // / Created to fulfil any brief // / Designs as individual as your needs

All our cabinets are designed and manufactured in house with efficient processes to ensure short lead times and competitive prices.
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MOBILE
VIRTUAL MEETING SOLUTIONS

KEY FEATURE:

KEY FEATURE:

>> Ideal for use with Virtual
Classrooms or meeting spaces
>> Can be linked with other Virtual
Walls to create larger systems
>> Complete with 19” vertical rack
mounting for AV equipment

>> Mobile lockable castors
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>> Height adjustable screen stand
>> Supports screen up to 130kg and
90” in size
>> Rack mounting facility included

KEY FEATURE:

>> Vertically and horizontally electric

>> Flexible design with integrated
screen and whiteboard on rear

>> Safe and stable design with low
centre of gravity

>> Mobile, self-contained solution

>> Enclosure at rear for large CAD PC’s

>> Complete with 19” vertical rack
mounting for AV equipment

>> Sound bar and control panel
mounting available

>> Full cable management in a selfcontained design

>> Robust large castors for mobility

>> Screens up to 80” and 70kg

>> Sound bar mounting facility

BrightIdeas

COLLABORATIVE
VIRTUAL MEETING SOLUTIONS

Trapeze

Folding

6 Seat WorksZone Ellipse

Oval

3 Seat WorksZone Oval

ace Planning!

Free 2D & 3D Sp
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Universal Serviceable Cassette Mount Range
This diverse wall mount range consists of
or under desk
mounts with vertical, horizontal or folding slotted cassettes that
can be populated with AV peripherals. The VertiSlide Serviceable
with vertical or horizontal sliding & detachable slotted racks for
mounting AV equipment.
. The
equipment is neatly and safely hidden behind the screen.
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Depending on the model, in the event of a swap out the rack can
be unlocked, pulled out and detached if necessary.
An under desk version is also available with a hinged slotted
removeable rack for mounting AV equipment. When installed
the equipment is hidden under the desk but in the event of a
swap out the rack can be unlocked, hinged down and detached if
necessary. This product also features an easy close counterbalance
mechanism.

BrightIdeas

NEW! Ceiling VC Streaming Kit

The Mentor Lecturer’s Desk

Ensure your students never miss a lesson or lecture
again with the latest ceiling suspended video conference
camera and screen kit. Record and live stream the lecture
to students who are unable to make it in - whether
they’re ill, socially distancing or not local to the venue.

Perfect for smaller lecture halls
whilst still providing lecturers
with a professional central desk
facility. Change lighting, audio,
content and video sources from
one place. All cabinets have 19”
removable 12U racks with an
additional 1U vertical rack
featured in the leg.

Designed as an all-in-one suspension solution, this
kit comes with a small screen universal mount,
dedicated video camera mount, ceiling plate and
1000m column as standard.

Each Mentor comes with a control housing
and monitor arm. Available with a range of table

Pictured: Polycom Studio Camera

Nest-Star Nesting Trolley

PowaLift Trolley

Avecta Interactive Trolley

The Nest-Star is a complete large
format audiovisual teaching assistant
on wheels that can be quickly
deployed and neatly stowed when
no longer
in use.

Electronic control and PowaLift
technology combined to create a
versatile stand/trolley solution that is
ideal for education,

Ideal for the Microsoft Surface Hub 2S,
Samsung Flip and other interactive
whiteboard screens. The Avecta is a
flexible and adaptable
stand and trolley
solution with excellent
cable management.

Utilise the
manoeuvrability
handles to
technology into
the classroom.

that the screen
would be utilised
by a wheelchair
user.
Operated by a manual
switch or wireless remote,
screens can smoothly
transition through 700mm,
stopping safely at any point.

Available for static and
rotating screen solutions and
available in a variety of solutions
including stands, trolleys and
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A height adjustable presenter with 15U
rack cupboard and enclosed void under
desktop for improved integration of
desktop accessories into the cupboard.
Can be ﬁnished to the RAL colour of your
choice. Other conﬁgurations are available
in the range.

This stunning lectern has been
designed with aesthetics in
mind, having rounded edges
throughout and ﬁnished to the
RAL colour of your choice. With
a small footprint, this lectern is
ideal for small spaces, but can
also command a presence in a
large space.

The Alpha Presenter range is a series of wooden mobile
teaching desks with lockable 15U rack cupboard. The
range includes 1200mm and 1800mm wide desktops as
well as DDA-compliant models.
The Delta Presenter has
been designed with
economy in mind,
maximising the use of
material to avoid waste, but
retaining that JM look with
curved edges and unrivaled
quality.
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PROFESSIONAL

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR MORE INSTALLATIONS
BOLD SOUND. HIDDEN IN
PLAIN SIGHT.

IN-CEILING SOUND.
REINVENTED

PREMIUM SOUND TO
MAXIMIZE ANY DESIGN.

The Bose Professional Panaray MSA12X
is a self-powered digital beam-steering
loudspeaker that enables improved room
aesthetics, with outstanding vocal
intelligibility and tonal consistency.
The proprietary Articulated
Array® transducer configuration
allows wide, 160° horizontal
coverage throughout the room,
and MSA12X’s modular
design allows building of
vertical arrays using 1-3 units.
Dante® digital audio network
interface comes standard
for connection with other
Dante-enabled products over
Ethernet-based networks.

EdgeMax in-ceiling premium
loudspeakers feature proprietary
Bose PhaseGuide technology with
high-frequency compression drivers
to create a new category that
combines the room-filling
coverage patterns typical of larger
surface-mount speakers with the
architect-preferred aesthetics of
in-ceiling models. EdgeMax
loudspeakers mount quickly and
easily near wall-ceiling boundaries
even in the most architecturally
challenging rooms.

DesignMax loudspeakers bring
outstanding audio and aesthetics
to any commercial space. With 12
models to choose from, it’s easy to
create tailored solutions that deliver
instantly impressive sound. QuickHold mounting mechanisms make
and hassle — and saving substantial
time. And with both black and white
versions available, DesignMax
loudspeakers integrate seamlessly
with any décor.
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Collaborate in the Classroom or Remotely with Devio

Biamp provides the technology so you can focus on teaching
Devio allows you to adapt to any possible teaching environment
whether it is in front of the classroom or distance learning.
Remain flexible and move freely using our patented beam
tracking technology.
Devio’s Beamtracking™ microphones, available in both tabletop
and ceiling-mounted models, track and intelligently mix
interactions from around the room, allowing far-end participants
to experience the lesson as it unfolds, breaking down the barriers
to truly collaborative experiences.
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THIS PLUG & PLAY SET:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminates headsets
Single USB laptop connection
Instant access to whiteboard and webcam
Used by thousands of schools, colleges, academies and universities
Works with Microsoft Skype for Business, Microsoft Teams,
Zoom, BlueJeans, Google Hangouts and Google Meet

BrightIdeas

Loudspeakers for Education and Beyond

SDQ5PIR Active Stereo Loudspeakers
SDQ5PIR
music, and detailed voice reproduction. When used in conjunction
with a flat-screen, projector, or smart board in classrooms and
boardrooms, it will give you a variety of possibilities.
Controllable from the back panel, via IR remote control, serial
commands, or the ACPL/ACPR wall control panels which allow
control of volume and the addition of external audio inputs.
Teachers, lecturers, or anyone who is giving a presentation can
focus on their presentation without worrying about technology.

ENTASYS 200 Column Loudspeakers

outdoors.
The ENTASYS 200 models have been expertly engineered to
serve the wide range of applications. Possessing advanced
features, highly-focused dispersion patterns, weather resistant
construction, and most importantly sonic excellence. Available in
black and white and paintable in any colour. Each model includes
a mounting bracket, a built-in 70V/100V autoformer, and an
integral safety rigging point.
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HIGHER EDUCATION
IMPACT STUDENTS IN THE CLASSROOM AND BEYOND

Higher education institutions comprise a wide variety of spaces, ranging from classrooms and
lecture halls to residence facilities, theatres, and stadiums. All of these areas require
technology solutions to help make an impact on the students who attend. HARMAN assists our
education clients in harnessing the power of various, disparate technologies both inside the
classroom and beyond by ensuring everything works reliably and cohesively.

JBL EON ONE COMPACT
PERSONAL PA

JBL EON ONE PRO
RECHARGEABLE PA

The JBL EON ONE Compact
packs a professional-grade
loudspeaker, a full-featured
4-channel digital mixer and
Bluetooth audio streaming
and control into our most
compact
battery-powered
PA yet, weighing in at just
under 18 pounds.

JBL EON ONE PRO is the first,
portable, battery-powered, linear
array PA system in its class. With
a lighter, more compact design
and up to six hours of play time
provided by a rechargeable
lithium-ion battery, you can now
take your performances to places
you’ve only dreamed of.

AMX ACENDO VIBE
CONFERENCING SOUNDBAR
The first total conferencing sound bar
solution designed specifically for the
demands and elegance of the modern
workspace. Robust JBL speakers and
microphones deliver experienced audio,
a wide-angle camera catches everyone
in the space, and professional features
like CEC display control, USB and
Bluetooth connectivity ensure an
optimised experience.
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Empower the teacher and the
classroom with the right technology

Technological Innovations Group

TIG’s education-focussed bundles offer
the perfect combination of technologies
that work together seamlessly to help
you overcome today’s teaching
challenges and master the new
era of Blended Learning

Energy-efﬁcient LED
screen from SiliconCore

Crestron Flex: easy-connect,
ﬂexible videoconferencing via
Teams, Zoom or other

Remote collaboration
software from Hoylu

Display devices from
Embrava, to help
manage social
distancing

Our bundles are bespoke, agile and
meet the needs of every establishment

Sharable mobile
display stands from
Salamander Designs

We make your teaching space safe, future-proof and accessible
to everyone, wherever they may be learning from!
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A FIRST IN VIDEO CONFERENCING.
NATIVE AND BYOD ALL IN ONE.

Flex MX 150
®

Native Microsoft Teams® or Zoom Rooms™
and BYOD all in one device
Any platform. Any room. Crestron Flex MX brings every option to the
table. The first of the Flex X class. Setting a new standard in flexibility.

The UC-MX-150 system provides a complete video conference room solution.
It supports single or dual video displays, and features the Crestron Mercury® X
Tabletop Conference System, UC Bracket Assembly with UC ENGINE, and
Huddly IQ™ Collaboration Camera.
Native Microsoft Teams® Rooms Experience (UC-MX150-T)
The UC-MX150-T system brings the full Microsoft Teams Rooms UC experience to any meeting
space in an enterprise or SMB facility, whether implementing a cloud based Microsoft Teams
Rooms deployment, on‑premises Skype® for Business software, or a hybrid of the two.
Native Zoom Rooms™ Software Experience (UC-MX150-Z)
The UC-MX150-Z system features Zoom Rooms conferencing software that enables audio and
video connectivity for easy collaboration and content sharing.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Conference room visitors can connect their laptop computer to the Crestron Flex system to use
their own UC conference platform. The UC-MX150's built-in content ingest device switches to
the connected laptop's UC platform and returns to the native Microsoft Teams Rooms platform
when disconnected.
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FLAWLESS VIDEO, ULTRA-FAST SWITCHING SPEEDS, AES67
AND DANTE® AUDIO. SCALABLE, SECURE, YES

DM NVX

Every picture perfect every time.
All-new Pixel Perfect Processing technology
makes DM NVX™ the only AV solution that delivers a perfect
image every time. Now the finest detail can be revealed in the
densest image. Technology so advanced, you won’t be able to tell
the difference between DM NVX and direct source.

Multi-layered technology ensures that DM NVX works with whatever network you have,
whatever content you have. With DM NVX all of your information (not just some of it, is routed
through a single unit. Providing you greater flexibility, lower costs, and time to spare.
The latest generation of DigitalMedia™, DM® NVX Series is the only secure solution that delivers 4K60 4:4:4 HDR
over standard 1Gb Ethernet, plus USB 2.0 routing, built-in DSP, and all-in-one encoding/decoding at a price
similar to competitive products that are not secure and have less capability.
And, unlike other network AV products, there’s no need for expensive custom 10 Gigabit infrastructure.
DM NVX.™ The only network AV solution with Pixel Perfect Processing for a perfect picture every time.

DM NVX
is AV-over-IP.
21

MICROPHONE

VoiceLift Pro Microphone EB
High performance wireless microphone system
with eBUS
The VoiceLift® Pro Microphone EB system integrates with eBUS®
enabled control systems to provide voice amplification for a wide variety
of installations. The VoiceLift receiver connects to the eBUS port on an
Extron IPCP Pro Series control processor for power and customisable
control. State-of-the-art wireless technology for voice amplification
utilises digital transmission and pairing in a dedicated spectrum to
provide superior performance over traditional systems.
VoiceLift Pro EB integrates seamlessly with IPCP control processors
and an audio power amplifier to provide a complete voice amplification
solution.

A

Integration with Extron control systems provides
flexible control capabilities.

A

DSP maximises sound quality and intelligibility

A

Connects to the eBUS port on an Extron IPCP Pro

Pendant microphone buttons can trigger events such

control processor using a single cable that carries

as an instant alert or start/stop recordings on an

both power and control communication

SMP Series streaming media processor to support
lecture capture installations.

A

A

Advanced RF wireless technology provides superior
sound quality, increased reliability, greater range, and

A

Supports up to two microphones for each receiver

A

High capacity rechargeable batteries allow for over
8 hours of talk time

reduced interference over traditional systems
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AV OVER IP, USB FOR PRO AV & AV STREAMING

NAV Series
Pro AV over IP Systems
NAV® is the only no-compromise Pro AV over IP solution for distribution and
switching of ultra-low latency, high quality video and audio signals over an
Ethernet network at low bitrates. It delivers groundbreaking performance with
real-time, visually lossless video over IP at resolutions up to 4K @ 60 Hz with
4:4:4 chroma sampling and ultra-low latency. NAV can be deployed as a
high-performance IP-based video and audio matrix, combining the flexibility of
an IP-based system with the integration-friendly video and audio switching
features found in Extron conventional matrix switchers.

SMP 351

MediaPort 200

H.264 Streaming Media Processor

HDMI and Audio to USB Scaling Bridge

The SMP 351 is a high performance recording and streaming processor for capturing

The Extron MediaPort 200 is an HDMI to USB bridge for integrating pro AV

and distributing AV sources and presentations as recorded media or live streaming. It

sources or systems with software codec conferencing applications. It works

incorporates Extron’s FlexOS®, a flexible platform for automating system operation.

seamlessly with a computer using generic USB video and audio drivers. The

Accepting HDMI, component, composite, and optional 3G-SDI signals, it applies

MediaPort® features an HDMI input with HDCP-compliant loop through, accepts

two-window processing to the selected sources. The SMP 351 can record and stream

signals up to 1920x1200, and scales video to a USB 2.0 output.

simultaneously and can stream at two different resolutions and bit rates concurrently
using a range of transport protocols and session management options.
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ENOVA DVX-2265 AND DVX-3266 PRESENTATION SWITCHERS
The Enova® DVX-2265-4K (6x2+1) and Enova DVX-3266-4K (8x4+2) All-In-One Presentation Switchers
are unified audio, video, and control devices that replace the need for numerous individual components
and eliminate the integration and reliability challenges that accompany them. These compact 2U
presentation switchers feature class-leading video quality with support for 4K60 4:4:4 video, HDMI 2.0,
HDCP 2.2, and HDR. Dante, 120w per channel stereo Drivecore Amp, USB 2.0 Pass Thru and HDbaseT.

NCITE 813AC DIGITAL VIDEO PRESENTATION 8x1+2 SWITCHER
AMX Incite Digital Video Presentation Systems are the next generation of presentation
switchers that combine AMX control and signal distribution with HARMAN Crown, JBL, and
BSS audio. Video presentation features include advanced windowing with scaling allowing
for various video configurations (side-by-side, top-bottom, and picture-in-picture), and live
production style video features such as transition effects.
Support and scaling for 4K/60 4:4:4 and HDCP 2.2, as well as lower resolutions, ensures the
NCITE 813AC provides flexibility for visiting devices and compatibility from source to display
whether using legacy or new devices.

DX-TX-4K60 AND DX-RX-4K60 4K60 HDMI
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER MODULES
DXlite 4K60 Transmitters and Receivers allow end users to
realise the full potential of their source and display devices by
fully supporting the latest HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 standards.
They support HDR10 and 36-bit Deep Colour for the richest, most
realistic video. They can also extend high-speed USB 2.0 data
from devices like web cameras or storage devices without the
need for extra cables.
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SVSI N2400 4K SERIES NETWORKED AV
4K provides four times the resolution of 1080p full HD for breathtaking detail and image
quality. Our N2400 4K60 4:4:4 encoders and decoders support streaming video resolutions
up to 4096x2160 and support HDCP 2.2; all with latency so low it supports extremely
sensitive applications like live action events and
interactive presentations using a keyboard and
mouse.

CTC-1402 CONNECTIVITY AND
TRANSPORT KIT
The 4K60 4:4:4 Conferencing Connectivity and Transport
Kit is a 6 x 1 auto switching and distribution solution that
combines switching, scaling and distance transport.
The solution combines multi-format video switching
including USB-C, scaling, and distance transport with
USB 2.0 peripheral switching. Auto Switch USB
peripherals seamlessly in line with video inputs.

MODERO G5 TOUCH PANELS

TPC-TPI-PRO PRESENTATION APP
Lectures are about imparting information to a large audience through an
array of audio, video and other media sources. Whilst these are important
components to a successful lecture, they are only tools and require a human
to weave them together to truly enable learning. TPI-PRO simply combines all
of these tools together into one intuitive dashboard to enable the lecturer to
focus less on technology and more on teaching.

Modero G5 Touch Panels are control interfaces that integrate
all the functionality you need into a single interface. Streamline
meeting spaces, classrooms, briefing rooms, auditoriums and
more with intuitive user selections that get complicated
technology interactions out of the way.

MASSIO CONTROLPADS AND KEYPADS
Massio ControlPads and Keypads deliver room automation
experiences in a stylish package. The distinctive and unique
capabilities that set AMX control systems apart have been
refined in a compact form, preserving all their power and
creating an unrivaled meeting experience.
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World Class Tools Make
Connectivity & Distribution Simple
Since our inception in 1983, SY Electronics has built a reputation for
delivering flexible yet affordable AV solutions. Our philosophy of creating
functional and reliable tools appeals to system integrators within the
residential, commercial, education, healthcare and corporate AV sectors.
We continue to foster a “customer-first” mindset throughout the
company with a high level of service and support, which AV integrators
have come to expect from SY.

In 2020, we are showcasing just a small selection from the full SY
product portfolio with our new 18G Presentation Switchers, 4K
Seamless Matrices, powerful yet compact Audio Amplifiers, reliable
HDBT extenders with diagnostics, user-friendly Push button Keypads
and Dynamic LCD Controllers alongside cables and fibre extenders
suitable for a variety of applications.

KD8 Dynamic Legend Keypad Controller
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 Button Keypad
Full colour Dynamic Legends
2x bi-directional RS232
1x IR output
2x input/output ports
Network port: 32 Permanent TCP/IP sockets
PoE or external PSU
Rapid program development

2A-100W Power Ampliﬁer
• 2x 50W output in stereo, mono or bridge configuration
• Analogue Stereo or Optical Toslink audio inputs
• Mic/Line voice-over input
• Microphone 48V Phantom power option 2A-20W
• Microphone auto-ducking
• Loop out option for synchronised cascading
• Ethernet, RS232, IR control
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drag & drop/code complete
Large array of stunning graphics
Vast library of devices
Secure connection
Real-time Feedback
Toughened glass front panel
Stunning looks - available in Black/White
Standard UK/EU back-box

NEW

KP6V-BW Keypad Controller
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to program
Full RGB switches
4x RS232/IR
2x logic in
2x logic out
Rotary Volume
Optional Ethernet
Extensive range available

BrightIdeas

Your Connected World

MFT-31C-W Wall Mounted Switcher
• 2x HDMI and 1x USB Type-C input
• HDBaseT output to 70m @1080p or 40m @4K30
• Bi-directional PoC
• HDCP2.2 and CEC compatible
• IR and bi-directional RS232
• Auto Selection and display on/off options
• Extensive EDID management
• MFT-31V 2x HDMI + 1x VGA also available

MS42-18G 4x2 Matrix (18G)
• 4x2 HDMI 2.0 (18Gbps) Scaler Matrix
• All resolutions up to 4K60 4:4:4 (18G)
• Output Modes: 4K to 1080p scaler, Auto, bypass, HDBT mode
• Optical and L/R de-embedded audio per output
• Extensive EDID management
• Auto Selection and display on/off option
• Ethernet, RS232, IR control

MFT62 6x2 Presentation Switcher (4K)
• 4x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x VGA inputs
• Independent HDMI and HDBaseT Matrix outputs
• HDBaseT iPoCTM powers remote Slim 70 Receiver
• HDBaseT output to 70m @1080p or 40m @4K30
• Auto switch and monitor on/off options
• Bi-directional IR and RS232 pass-through
• Independent RS232-CTL for device control

MFS51-18G Scaling Presentation Switcher (18G)

• Supports inputs up to HDMI 2.0 4K60 (18G)
• 3x HDMI 2.0, 1x DisplayPort 1.2, 1x VGA inputs
• Full up/down scaler to 4K30
• HDCP 1.4 & 2.2 compliant
• HDBaseT output to 70m @1080p or 40m @4K30
• Audio embedding/de-embedding and microphone functions
• Auto switch and monitor on/off options
• Extensive EDID and HDCP Management
• Control: Front panel, IR, RS232, LAN, Contact closure

SLIM70 PRO Scaling HDBT with Diagnostics

NEW
• 70m @1080p or 40m @4K
• 4K60-1080p Down Scaler
• Test Pattern Generator
• Video Keep Alive option
• Audio de-embedder
• iPoCTM and Cable length measurement
• Temperature diagnostics, reporting and auto recover
• Extensive EDID and HDCP management
• HPD control
• 2x Bi-directional RS232 + Bi-directional IR
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Solvo by Neets
Intelligent AV system hub

UniForm Control Panel

Danish Design.

Solvo by Neets is an AV system hub
that enables you to upgrade small,
minimally equipped meeting rooms or
huddle rooms and create an automated,
video conferencing system with the utmost
level of user-friendliness.

Making Easy Look Good.
m Simple & Flexible
m User-friendly and familiar

tactile control in every room

The hub is installed behind a display. Peripheral AV devices are
connected with the available USB and AUX ports. Users simply
connect to the system with their device using the provided USB 3.0
cable, turning the system on automatically.

m Designed for wall-mounting
m More than 20 years of experience

Now controlling 150,000 classrooms worldwide.

Experience the Bundle
7 inch touch panel & TanGo

One screen for your AV equipment Neets Touch Panel™
is a stunning touch panel designed to work seamlessly
with the Neets Control - TanGo™. This bundle is the
perfect solution for rooms with the need for a dedicated
and LAN wired control solution.

7” Touch
Panel

Neets Sound Bar SB -1

Professional, controllable and standalone audio device

TanGo

Sound Bar with front-facing, full-range speakers that deliver top quality audio without
requiring external amplification. The Neets Sound Bar – SB1 can be used as a standalone
audio solution or integrated into Pro AV systems using a Neets or 3rd party control system
with the RS232 port. When integrated, the sound bar can be controlled automatically or
through a control interface such as a keypad or touch panel. 3 built-in DSP presets (Voice,
Music and Presentation) customise the audio output according to the use scenario.
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* The table-mount comes as an accessory.
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AV OVER IP & SWITCHING

The Most Dynamic
Solutions On the Market
Offering the most extensive product range, Kramer is
driving the AV over IP revolution. Whatever the
configuration, setting or bandwidth, we deliver all that
you need to become part of the new AV.

| KDS-EN6 & KDS-DEC6
The KDS-EN6 encoder and KDS-DEC6 decoder provide streaming over an IP network that carries
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) video, audio, IR, RS-232, USB over IP with HDCP 2.2 in unicast (one-to-one) or
multicast (many-to-many) configurations.

Presentation Switchers
Video presentation scalers and switchers
with multiple analog and digital inputs, scaled
up or down to a single analog and/or digital
output display format

| VP-440

| VP-440X

Compact 6–Input Presentation Switcher/Scaler with
HDBaseT & HDMI Simultaneous Outputs.

18G 4K Presentation Switcher/Scaler with HDBaseT
& HDMI Simultaneous Outputs.
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The Ultimate Meeting Collaboration Platform
Solstice is a software-based, cloud-enabled meeting collaboration platform that is optimised for both local and remote
teams. It allows simultaneous users to wirelessly share content to the room display and seamlessly bridges to remote
locations using any major video conferencing service. With Solstice at the center of your meeting spaces, you get the
productivity gains of wireless collaboration with the power of fully integrated video conferencing.

Solstice Pod

Solstice Cloud

The Solstice Pod provides industry-leading wireless collaboration that improves meeting

Solstice Cloud Management maximises administrator efﬁciency through easy deployment,

start-up times, participant engagement, and meeting room productivity. Solstice supports

organisation, monitoring, and updating of Solstice Pods from any location on any device.

a broad range of room conﬁgurations and is fully IT compliant, enterprise-secure, and

Customisation options include user-deﬁned templates, scheduled updates, and user-deﬁned

scalable to any number of spaces. The Gen3 Pod delivers the most powerful, ﬂexible

room groupings allowing administrators to easily scale while optimising room conﬁgurations.

platform for proximate meetings through a consistent and contemporary collaboration
experience for every user across every meeting space.
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Great
things
happen
when
people
click

wireless presentation systems
For wireless presentation systems that offer a seamless, user-friendly
and hassle-free experience, look no further than the Barco ClickShare
range. With ClickShare, you can share presentations in an easy and
straightforward way, without having to fiddle around with wires,
cables and adapters.
Connectivity makes all the difference in the modern business world. ClickShare
from Barco helps you to ensure that your teams are working in close partnership,
facilitating enhanced collaboration and allowing for the
easier sharing of knowledge and expertise – as well as
Try it for free!
saving unnecessary time and effort.
Contact your local GV
branch to find out more.

DLP laser phosphor projectors

F Series
G Series
The G Series expands the single-chip
offering with quality projectors between 7
and 10K. The laser light source ensures
great image quality, on the one hand, but
also lower maintenance compared to most
lamp-based projectors on the market.

G60-W7

7,000lm

WUXGA

G60-W8

8,000lm

WUXGA

G60-W10

10,000lm

WUXGA

The stunning image quality and laser
phosphor light source of Barco's F80
projectors enable you to provide exceptional
experiences while saving both time and
money. They're designed for fixed installation
in a wide range of applications such as
museums, board rooms, and auditoriums.
Thanks to their 3D capability, they're also
perfectly fit for interactive experiences.

F70-4K8

7,500lm

4K UHD

F70-W8

8,000lm

WUXGA

F80-Q7

7,000lm

WQXGA

F80-Q9

9,000lm

WQXGA

F80-Q12

12,000lm

WQXGA

F80-4K7

7,000lm

4K UHD

F80-4K9

9,000lm

4K UHD

F80-4K12

12,000lm

4K UHD

F90-W13

13,000lm

WUXGA

F90-4K13

11,800lm

4K UHD
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PROFESSIONAL AV SOLUTIONS

AVER PROFESSIONAL AV SOLUTIONS MAKE
FOR EFFICIENT LECTURE RECORDING!
AVer PTZ cameras enable anyone to perfectly capture stunning content
with superb image quality and powerful zoom capability. The lines of
Professional PTZ cameras and AI Auto Tracking Cameras fulfils studio
productions, live events, worship services, auditorium lectures, sports
and gaming competitions, online and distance learning classes,
multinational conferences, personnel training sessions, and more.

AI AUTO TRACKING
CAMERAS
The PTC500S and PTC300 Series feature
in-house AI, thanks to Human Detection
processing. Teachers are free to walk
around the classroom without wearing any
accessories to give guidance and solve
problems for students, ensuring quality
education. The wide range of compatibility
with major livestreaming platforms is a
plus when teachers are doing online
education.
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PROFESSIONAL PTZ CAMERAS
The PTZ300 Series feature NewTek’s NDI® video standard integration that
enables the cameras to communicate, deliver and receive high quality content
with low latency, and enables users to access a new range of event capturing
and livestreaming capabilities within education. Broadcasting your lectures is
never been so easy.

BrightIdeas

®
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Streaming / Recording and Videoconferencing Solutions

LC200 CaptureVision System
The LC200 is an H.264 encoder that integrates functions of streaming, recording, switching,
and live production. From content laptops to Lumens IP cameras, the LC200 can process
and mix four channels at one time. The LC200 is compatible with Facebook, Youtube,
Panopto, MS stream and many more.

VC-TR1 Auto-Tracking Camera
DC-W80 4K Document Camera
This brand new wireless 4K document camera can be easily connected to any
PC or IFP. Don’t think any more about cable length or management, the DC
W80 can work for 9 hours straight and has a built-in microphone.

The Lumens® VC-TR1 Auto-Tracking camera is capable of
tracking a target automatically and continuously.
Equipped with dual cameras – a PTZ camera and a
secondary panoramic camera - the VC-TR1 guarantees
consistent tracking performance. With a 20x optical zoom
and the multiple outputs, SDI, HDMI, USB and IP insure that
this camera can meet all of your requirements.

VC-B2U and VC-B11U USB Conferencing Cameras
The Lumens® VC-B2U and VC-B11U are two professional USB conferencing
cameras with great video quality and build in noise cancelling microphones.
The VC-B2U is small and can be used for huddle spaces or placed on any IFP
while the VC-B11U is a 120° HFV, 4K camera providing professional video
quality for video conferencing. With its auto-framing function, the VC-B11U can
automatically frame all participants in a perfect view for every meeting.
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ScreenBeam

®

ScreenBeam 1100 Plus
App-Free Cross-Platform 4K Wireless
Presentation System for In-Room Meeting
Collaboration

Designed to be the most flexible enterprise wireless presentation
and collaboration solution available at a price difficult to beat.
App-free wireless presentations from any device with ability to
wirelessly markup content on in-room displays for a natural
workflow.
Presenter and guest devices have multiple ways to connect
including Miracast™, local Wi-Fi mode, and network infrastructure
connectivity. HDMI input available for older devices without wireless
capability and integrated digital signage available when displays are
not in use reduce capital costs.
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POLY STUDIO FAMILY

SMALL PACKAGE.
BIG PERFORMANCE.
Let’s get face-to-face up and running in a snap, and put the more
mojo in your meetings with a Poly Studio X. It’s never been this
easy to enjoy great video conferencing. Leave the computer at
your desk and connect in seconds through a single, sleek device.
Talk in huddle or conference rooms with the bar that’s built for
your space size—and use with nearly any video collaboration
software, including Microsoft Teams and Zoom.

POLY STUDIO

POLY STUDIO X30

POLY STUDIO X50

RAISE THE BAR

YOUR TICKET TO BOARDROOM PERFORMANCE

RADICALLY SIMPLE VIDEO CONFERENCING

Whether you want to make a persuasive point or a lasting
connection, you need technology that lets you interact naturally.
So put the days of frustrating video-conferencing experiences
behind you. Now you can see and hear everyone clearly, and
converse naturally, with Poly Studio. Simple USB connectivity gets
up and running fast, keeps the technology in the background and
you in the foreground, and provides a business-class solution to
everybody working in a huddle room.

Don’t just have a meeting. Experience a boardroom-quality
performance. The Poly Studio X30 is an all-in-one video bar
for huddle and small rooms. It’s radically simple to use with
support for leading cloud video services built right in—no PC
or Mac required. Voices are crisp and clear. And wireless
content sharing lets users collaborate from their devices
without the need for cables or pucks.

Experience full board-room-quality audio, and
knock-your-socks-off video, for mid-sized rooms. The Poly
Studio X50 all-in-one video bar is radically simple to use
with support for leading cloud video services built right
in—no PC or Mac required. Voices are crisp and clear. Video
feels natural. And wireless content sharing lets users
collaborate from their devices without cables or pucks.
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Video Conferencing

ROOM SOLUTIONS
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
AND ZOOM ROOMS

Pre-conﬁgured systems for small, medium, and large rooms

TAP INTO MEETINGS

SWYTCH

Transform any space to a Teams meeting
place with one-touch join, easy content
sharing, and centre of room control for
Microsoft Teams, Zoom Rooms, and Skype
for Business meetings.

With an innovative design that maximises
compatibility, Logitech Swytch offers a one-cable
laptop link to a room’s conference camera and
display, making it easy for teams to meet, present,
and stream over any service.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Logitech Room Solutions include everything you
need for video meetings. Available in small,
medium, and large configurations, these
preconfigured systems include a Lenovo TinyQ
PC, Logitech conferencecam with RightSense™
technologies, PC mount with cable retention,
and the Logitech Tap touch controller.

With Swytch, you can deploy video conferencing
room solutions from providers like Microsoft or
Zoom, while also allowing people to use meeting
rooms with other video services.
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SIMPLIFY MEETINGS.
MAXIMISE PRODUCTIVITY.

ThinkSmart Hub 500
The modern workplace relies heavily on teamwork that
requires multi-level collaboration across roles, departments
and geographical locations. There is a critical need for smart
devices to help run meetings efficiently and effectively.
Technology and innovation have been ingrained in the Lenovo
DNA since its inception. Lenovo’s smart conferencing tools
and solutions enable true collaboration to get more out of
meetings and streamline work for maximum productivity.
Additionally, the industry-leading ThinkShield suite of security
solutions ensures comprehensive security and unmatched
privacy.

ThinkSmart View
ThinkSmart View is smarter technology that will
completely change how your employees work from the
moment they start using it. This revolutionary personal
productivity assistant frees up the PC from administrative
tasks so that employees can finally be fully productive
and fully collaborative at the same time.
Built on the user-friendly Microsoft Teams platform,
ThinkSmart View enables employees to remain
productive on their PCs while this smart office device
handles videoconferencing, content viewing, and more.
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Huddly Canvas

Create. Collaborate.
Anywhere.
With the right tools, teams don’t need to be in the same room to get
things done. That’s why we made Canvas, a smart camera that
makes it easy to use whiteboards in video meetings. Now you can
create ideas and solve problems together, even when you’re all in
diﬀerent places.

Huddly IQ

Huddly GO

The award-winning Huddly IQ delivers a
video meeting experience like no other, with
150° wide-angle video, groundbreaking AI
capabilities, and, optionally, an embedded
5-element microphone array.

The essential conference camera.
Huddly GO is a compact, wide-angle,
software-enhanced conference camera
that gives you an outstanding experience,
straight out of the box.

Like a camera.
Only smarter.

Small camera.
Big experience.
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Teamwork without boundaries

A modern
workplace
is emerging
Collaboration is key
More than 50% of the work done today is
accomplished through collaboration

Rise in remote working
70% of professionals work somewhere other
than the office at least one day a week

Workspace evolution
“Empowered offices” – in which workers
choose their office conditions – can increase
productivity by +25%
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The ultimate teaming device

Introducing Surface Hub 2S
Built for team collaboration in the modern workplace
Enable teamwork anywhere with Surface Hub 2S, an all-in-one digital
whiteboard, meetings platform, and collaborative computing device that
brings the power of Windows 10 to teamwork.
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Designed for the modern workplace

Surface Hub 2S accessories
Surface Hub 2 Pen

Write fast and precise with the Surface Hub 2 Pen.
Enjoy a natural writing experience with highly
responsive touch and inking capabilities.

Surface Hub 2 Camera

See every detail in crystal clarity with the Surface
Hub 2 Camera. With 4K resolution and wide angle
lens, meetings come to life right before your eyes.

Steelcase Roam™ Mobile Stand

Steelcase Roam™ mobile stands free teams to
collaborate anywhere.

Steelcase Roam™ Wall Mount

Steelcase Roam™ wall mount is ultra thin and easy
to install.

APC™ Charge Mobile Battery

Designed to power Surface Hub 2S, the APC™
Charge lithium-ion battery system enables true
mobility. Unplug without losing your team’s creative
momentum.
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Welcome to your
best work life
55 “

Whether you’re solving your next big problem, brainstorming the next big idea or planning
your next project, teamwork is key to reaching that next milestone. But today’s meeting
environments present several digital barriers which can disrupt inspiring and engaging
teamwork.

65 “

Introducing the Samsung Flip 2, an interactive display that simpliﬁes teamwork without any
hassle.
With the Flip 2, you can create freely thanks to a smooth pen-to-paper-like writing
experience. Ideas ﬂow through smooth collaboration with an intuitive user interface. And
with a host of convenient features, presenting is easier and more ﬂexible than ever so you and
your team can share insights and expertise from any source.

Let’s Flip. Teamwork simplified.
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NEWCLASSROOM
NEWPERSPECTIVE

Powerful tools
for active learning.

Easy to Use SMART
Learning Suite

Because better student outcomes
begin with better ways to learn.
An educator’s time in the
classroom is precious. Fill it with
more teachable, engaging
moments made possible with
the best learning software.

TRAINING&
SUPPORT

INTEGRATES
WITH GOOGLE
AND MICROSOFT®

BLENDED
LEARNING

SOFTWARE
DISPLAYS

30YEARS
EXPERIENCE
1
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DELL 86" 4K INTERACTIVE TOUCH MONITOR
C8621QT

A touch above the rest.
An 85.6" display delivers intelligent, responsive technology for improved collaboration. The design features
20-points of touch and integrated speakers.
An enormous 85.6" screen is the ideal canvas for displaying 4K UHD images. No matter where you stand or sit, the image quality is consistent thanks to
In-Plane Switching (IPS) technology. Sharp text, ComfortView, and anti-glare, anti-smudge coatings deliver greater legibility and a better extended viewing
experience.
Twenty-point InGlass™ Touch enables multiple workers to interact with the screen simultaneously, for more natural collaboration.
Whether you’re using your fingers, palm or stylus, you can write or draw in real time with virtually zero lag. And, since the touch functionality is compatible
with most industry-standard software (as well as included FlatFrog software), it integrates seamlessly into however you work.
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DELL 75" 4K INTERACTIVE TOUCH MONITOR
C7520QT

Smarter, faster collaboration
Imagine a typical meeting room setting where users are brainstorming ideas on a whiteboard, setting strategies
and engaging with each other. For the meeting spaces, the whiteboard or screen is the heart of the room where
curious people engage and take in new ideas and new skills – it’s where the magic happens.
With the C7520QT monitor, users will see increased engagement as it encourages real-time team collaboration for all.
Meeting participants are encouraged to reach out and touch the screen. They can write or draw in real time with virtually no lag on the C7520QT monitor’s
20-point multi-touch InGlass™ screen using their fingers, palm or styluses – all at that same time. Keep your audience captivated with brilliant visuals from
start to finish thanks to the 75” screen with 4K resolution.
Increase productivity with real-time team collaboration and keep your audience engaged with the new Dell 75 4K Interactive Touch Monitor (C7520QT).
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PN-CD701

4K, 70” Interactive Display for Smarter Collaboration

Windows collaboration display

The next generation 4K display to enable better space utilisation and more productive collaboration.
Simply walk in, plug in and work together.
• 70" interactive display for eﬀortless collaboration
• Eye-catching 4K Ultra HD with Direct Optical Bonding
• 8m USB-C single cable connectivity (exclusive to Sharp)
• Certified for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams ready
• Built in wireless casting and Touch Back control
• Integrated camera, microphone, speakers, and IOT sensor hub

The Windows collaboration display (PN-CD701) 70” (176.6 cm) is designed for smarter and more
eﬀicient collaboration. Meeting space interactions become eﬀortless with the supplied Sharp
exclusive 8m long USB-C connector, simply walk in to your workspace, plug in your device and
instantly share all visuals with touch back control. Hosting and joining meetings has never been
more easy with the integrated high quality camera and microphone array.
With its 10-point Projected Capacitive (PCAP) touch technology and direct optical bonding, the
WCD provides a much more accurate and natural Pen-on-Paper® experience. Writing on-screen
is just as smooth and as seamless as writing on a flipchart or whiteboard.
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BIG PAD

Interactive Displays

HC1 range of interactive displays
The BIG PAD for teaching and training

70” - PN-70HC1E

75” - PN-75HC1

86” - PN-86HC1

Sharp's 4K BIG PAD HC1 range has been developed for classrooms or higher education campuses as well as meeting rooms, training rooms, and other workspace areas. Building
on Sharp's expertise in advanced smart interactive display solutions, the HC1 range oﬀers flexible and fast application access with its integrated SoC Controller PC functionality.
Each model in the series also includes built-in wireless casting as standard.
Oﬀering the latest on-screen collaboration capabilities at an aﬀordable price for high performance, Sharp’s latest BIG PAD interactive display can help you enhance
communication and create the best environment for eﬀective collaboration. This Sharp Infrared and 4K UHD touchscreen display allows you to create, design, and work together
with ease and precision, whether in a classroom or a meeting room. Everyone is engaged and stays focused, so you'll never have to worry about trying to keep their attention.
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Despite being super-silent, our P Series laser
projectors are creating a lot of noise!
Scalable visualisation has never been so silent, with an outstandingly
low noise level as low as 19dB!
Thanks to the completely sealed engine, this laser projector is
ﬁlter-free meaning 20,000 hours of maintenance-free operation. The
technology is future-proof with the capability of processing 4K inputs
at 30Hz.

P Series Laser Projectors
P506QL
Order Code

NEW

60004812

Type

1 chip DLP™ Technology

Resolution

3840 x 2160 (4K UHD)

Brightness

5,000

P525UL

P605UL

60004708

60004811

1920 x 1200 (WUXGA)

Light Source

Laser

Lamp Life (h)

20,000

Technology
Slot-In Option

INCLUDES

C861Q

C981Q

3840 x 2160

Brightness
Screen Size (inch)

Exclusive to Education users

FREE 5 YEAR WARRANTY

C751Q

Resolution
Haze Level (%)

6,000

500000:1

C651Q

in ECO Mode

3LCD Technology
5,000

Contrast

<19dB

LARGE FORMAT DISPLAYS
AND LASER PROJECTION!

350
Pro (44)

Pro (28)

65

75

VA / Direct LED

86

Stunning visibility for
presentations and digital signage
Enhance your signage with stunning UHD
resolution. Get high-end quality and 24/7 operation
reliability at a low total cost of cost of ownership,
future-ready with long life-times.

98

IPS / Edge LED

OPS, Compute Module Slot

NEC MultiSync® C Series Large Format Displays
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BenQ Premium RP Series
healthy,
connected and empowered learning environment.

Classroom care
Protecting teachers
and students with
advanced Healthcare+
technologies exclusive
to BenQ.

Antibacterial Smart eye-care
solution
screen

Air quality
sensor

Workspace freedom
Access personal teaching
materials and tailor desktop
User
and display settings
management
automatically when logging
in to any RP display on site.

NFC card
reader

Cloud
access

Fine IR
Plus

EzWrite 5.0
software

InstaShare
wireless
collaboration

Account
Management
System
(AMS)

Device
Management
Solution
(DMS)

A helping hand
Exclusive education
support software to
assist with lesson plans
and bring learning to life,
included free.

Management support
Software and services to
support IT departments
and school administrators

X-Sign
Broadcast
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LAA015F

130" All-in-one LED
Screen
The greatest advantage of LG's LED screen is the
130-inch large-sized screen with no bezel. Even bigger
than four 55-inch conventional LCD displays combined,
it displays content without lines or distortions and
provides a more immersive visual experience.
With superb picture quality powered by HDR10 and
immersive Surface Sound, LG's 130" All-in-one LED
Screen is an ideal for medium/large teaching spaces.
130"

TR3BF Series

Transparent OLED
Touch Signage

With differentiated cutting-edge
touch technology, the TR3BF
Series supports Dual Pen &
multi-touch functions providing
accurate drawing and authentic
touch quality. In addition, the Air
Class and web browsers support
multi-directional communication
and interactive learning, which
will help you achieve the
successful business.

LG Transparent OLED Touch
Signage illuminates spaces that
once were hidden away behind the
display, completely harmonising
with its surroundings.

86"
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55EW5TF

Interactive
Digital Board

75"

65"

Not only that, it can respond
according to the viewers’ touch,
which has great potential for
various applications where
interactions are required.
55"
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UT640S Series

UHD Commercial TV with Essential
Smart Function
The UT640S Series is speciﬁcally designed for diverse business environments. By providing
compatibility with AV Control systems and DPM (Display Power Management) as well as its
smart connectivity, simple user friendly interface, and UHD picture quality, the UT640S
series enhances ease of use while facilitating communications between businesses and
their target audiences.
75"

70"

65"

55"

49"

43"

UH5F Series

UHD Signage
The UH5F series is a UHD signage that has been optimised for various indoor environments.
It features superior UHD quality, slim design, external dust protection, and various
convenience for users.
The UH5F series has been certiﬁed Crestron Connected® for high compatibility with
professional AV controls to achieve seamless integration and automated control, boosting
business management efﬁciency.
98"

65"

55"

49"

43"
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I 42 SERIES
iiyama offers a Smart Display Module in these slim
bezel, 500cd/m² brightness displays, which can be
operated 18/7 in landscape and portrait orientation.
Thanks to Android 8.0 you can easily customise the
displays by directly installing applications, which makes
them perfect for Digital Signage and communication.
These displays come with N-Sign, the powerful, intuitive
and scalable Smart Digital Signage solution. Use rich
content like videos and widgets to create impactful
advertising in minutes and schedule your content
across multiple displays.
To make this range even more complete, there is an
optional Wi-Fi module available. Upgrade the 42 series
to super high speed 802.11ac Wi-Fi and enjoy streaming
video and data.

AVAILABLE IN SIX SIZES:
LH4342UHS-B1 I 43"
LH6542UHS-B1 I 65"
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LH5042UHS-B1 I 50"
LH7542UHS-B1 I 75"

LH5542UHS-B1 I 55"
LH8642UHS-B1 I 86"
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PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS
Delivering crystal clear images with unmatched brightness and sharpness, Panasonic’s professional displays
can support a variety of uses or applications all with a wide range of multi input terminals which allows high
levels of flexibility when connecting external business system products or professional display accessories.
The wide range covers High Definition LED screens, large and standard sized formats, Video Walls and Large
Format 4K Displays.

4K UHD Displays

Video Wall Displays

Panasonic Visual Solutions has been relentlessly
perfecting technologies that free you to create the
ultimate visual experiences. Now, as the world
moves 4K, we’re keeping you one step ahead of it,
combining bright, crisp 4K resolution with the
ultra-reliable, ultra-durable qualities you’ve come to
expect from our display technology. Now nothing
needs to hold you back when you create large scale,
high quality displays with high resolution images.

TH-43 / 50 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86EQ1

43 / 50 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86”

Video walls consist of multiple screens grouped
together to form one large display. Panasonic’s
bezel-less, high-resolution, video wall displays are
ideal for both rental and staging, as well as large
signage for a variety of applications and locations.

350 cd/m2

16/7

TH-43 / 49 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86 / 98CQE1* 43 / 49 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86 / 98” 400 cd/m

16/7 (*24/7)

TH-75 / 86SQ1H

75 / 86”

24/7

TH-43 / 49 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86 / 98SQE1

43 / 49 / 55 / 65 / 75 / 86 / 98” 500 cd/m2

2

1000 cd/m2

TH-55VF2

55”

500 cd/m2

24/7

TH-55VF2H

55”

700 cd/m2

24/7

Wireless Presentation & BYOD Systems

The PressIT Wireless Presentation System achieves efficient and collaborative meetings
with just a simple click. The TY-SBPURE is a WolfVision Cynap Pure BYOD presentation
solution module that fits into displays with an Intel® SDM slot.

24/7
PressIT Wireless
Presentation System

TY-SBPURE
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Orchestrate your organisation

Make spaces
perform

TEOS Manage
Take full control of devices, signage, content and
building controls. Automate scenarios with sensors
and manage spaces across multiple sites.

Solutions from Sony to enhance
across all organisations

Streamline room & desk bookings

TEOS Book
Save time and optimise
the use of spaces with
an interactive room
booking solution.

TEOS Connect
Mirror content wirelessly
from your device
to BRAVIA
Professional Displays.

TEOS Room Control
Control connected
room devices through a
customisable interface.

Make visiting easy

TEOS Signage
Create and distribute
colourful, eye-catching
and touch-interactive
digital signage.
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TEOS Reception
Extend a professional
welcome to every visitor
as they sign in and notify
their host of their arrival.

TEOS Wayﬁnding
Navigate the
workplace easily and
ﬁnd available rooms.

TEOS Videowall
Edit content
to playout on
video walls in
any conﬁguration.
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Communicate clearly
Beamforming Mic
State-of-the-art speech reinforcement and recording solution.
Once mounted it leaves the orator location-free, hassle-free
and hands-free.
Edge Analytics Appliance
Advanced built-in AI-based video technology analyses the input
it receives from connected cameras. The result of this analysis is
applied in combination with camera feeds and other image sources
to create high-quality video content that can be displayed either live
or recorded.
Remote Cameras
Capture every point of view with HD and 4K cameras and controllers.

Project & present with clarity
Laser Projectors
4,600 to 13,000 lumen laser models available. Delivering exceptional
colour reproduction and intelligent settings for ease of installation
and management.
BRAVIA Professional Displays
4K as standard – there is a display to suit your needs. Portrait, Landscape,
24/7 high brightness and all competitively priced.

Ask for a demo today! pro.sony
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dvLED series off-the-shelf indoor bundled solutions
for easy installation. The FE (Essential) range and the
FA (Advanced) range with full redundancy for critical
applications are available in a choice of sizes and pixel
pitches.

dvLED FE/FA Series - Bundled LED wall solutions

Equally capable of being wall mounted or free-standing,
the solutions deliver great visualisation for clean and
seamless installation including large scale presentation
displays and conferencing screens as well as video walls
in auditoriums.

FE012i2-110 FE012i2-220 FE015i2-137 FE019i2-110 FE019i2-165 FE025i2-220 FA012i2-110 FA015i2-137 FA019i2-110 FA019i2-165
Order Code
Configuration

81000028

81000050

81000020

81000027

81000029

81000030

81000002

81000004

81000003

81000005

4x4

8x8

5x5

4x4

6x6

8x8

4x4

5x5

4x4

6x6

2.533

1.266

1.583

Pixel Pitch [mm]

1.266

Brightness [cd/m²]

1.583
700

Aspect Ratio
Resolution
Serviceability
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1.9

1000

3840 x 2160

1920 x 1080

8x8
1200

16:9
1280 x 720

Front

81000006
2.533

800

16:9
1920 x 1080

1.9

FA025i2-220

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1280 x 720

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

Front
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OUTDOOR SIGNAGE FOR ANY CONDITIONS

continue to drive Peerless-AV forward. We
proudly design and manufacture the highest
quality products, ranging from outdoor displays
to kiosk solutions and digital signage mounts.
Whether a global deployment or custom
project, Peerless-AV develops meaningful
relationships and delivers world-class service.

Smart City Kiosk

Xtreme™ High Bright
Outdoor Displays

XHB432-EUK XHB492-EUK
XHB552-EUK XHB652-EUK

Screen Size

WEATHERPROOF
TECHNOLOGY*
Rating the
display is fully protected
against water, dust,
moisture & insects.
BEST-IN-INDUSTRY
TEMP. RANGE
XtremeTM High Bright
Display is designed to
thrive outside year round.

Includes Xtreme™ High
Bright Outdoor Display
KOP2549(-S)-XHB-EUK
KOP2555(-S)-XHB-EUK

Screen Size
Elegant, minimalistic
design covers, protects and
ventilates displays

impact resistant safety glass
protects the screen against
vandalism & debris.
HIGH BRIGHT OUTPUT
to combat high ambient
lighting conditions.
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LARGE CLASSROOM SOLUTION

Why We Love It
•
•
•

Part Numbers
Vaddio EasyIP 10 Camera (up to qty 4)
999-30200-000W (White)
Vaddio EasyIP Mixer 999-60320-001
Vaddio EasyIP CeilingMIC D (up to qty 4)
999-85810-001

•
•

EasyIP 10 Camera
(Pair up to 4 cameras to
EasyIP Mixer)

All video & power runs through a single switch
IP enabled system (PoE powered)
Flexible to be used for multiple spaces including
divisible classrooms
Hybrid learning solution
For distance learning, lecture capture, streaming,
and video conferencing

Vaddio Device Controller 999-42300-001
Chief Display Mount LTM1U
*Chief Ceiling Projector Mount SYSAUW
*Projecta Tensioned Elpro Concept Screen 10102750

EasyIP CeilingMIC D
(Up to 4 Microphones)

Luxul Network Switch AMS-2624P-U
C2G 50’ Cat6 Plenum (qty 4) 83373
C2G 15’ Cat6 (qty2) 83370
C2G 50’ HDMI Active Plenum Cable 87453

Display

C2G 15’ HDMI Cable 80986
C2G 10’ USB 3.0 Cable 81682
C2G Retractable Table Box Mount 4K HDMI Adapter Ring 84269
*Simple Swap Options

Kick it Up a Notch

Display Mount

EasyIP Switch

Device
Controller

*Simple Swap

EasyIP Mixer
Get the Full
List of Parts
& Pricing

Add Intelligent Power
WHY: Provides remote management for ultimate power control.

Adapter Rings

Consider In-Wall Storage
WHY: Get stealthy storage for clean, short cable runs and
organisation.

Projector Mount

Projector Screen

Amplifier

‘No-Touch’ Camera Angle Changes
WHY: Professors focus on the lecture not the tech with
solutions like a step mat and sensor kit that automatically
change the camera angle

Projector
Laptop

Network and
PoE (+, ++)

AMAZING AV EXPERIENCES
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Network

Power

USB

HDMI

Audio

Speaker

Commercial AV Brands C2G | Chief | Da-Lite | Luxul | Middle Atlantic | Vaddio | Wiremold
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Solutions to
help businesses
re-open safely
during the
pandemic
The global market leader in digital signage media players
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BlueFox Count +
BrightIdeas
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Safer learning.
Network audio solutions

As a school administrator, you rely daily on public address systems to communicate
efficiently with students, staff, and visitors. From signaling class changes and making
general announcements, to more serious risk-based communication such as an impending
threat or weather emergency. At Axis, we contribute to a safer learning environment by
providing you and your staff with high quality network audio solutions that easily integrate
with your video surveillance system. Solutions that not only support your daily broadcast
audio needs, but can also be used for audible deterrence before, during or after school.
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Go live.

AXIS V59 Network Camera Series
AXIS V59 PTZ Network Camera Series is designed to stream and webcast
audio and HDTV video from sports venues, auditoriums and conference rooms.
Going live and sharing moments has never been easier.
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IP Video, Digital Signage and Guest Experience Solutions
Harness the power of Video to Engage, Inform and Entertain.
has global expertise in delivering

complex, professional AV solutions.

ArtioSign

Middleware

Media Player

AvediaServer

Digital Signage + IPTV in
One

Interactive Experience
Portals

High-performance digital
media players

Central management
platform of your solution

Gateways

Encoders

Transcoders

Origin Server

Stream hundreds of live
TV channels

Stream live and prerecorded video content

Transform digital media
content for compatibility
with any device, anywhere

Distribute video content
across LAN, WAN, Wi-Fi
and the Internet

Exterity partners:
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REBRANDING THE COMPANY

GV through the years

Introducing our new logo and brand

The evolution of our company logo
2001 THE ORIGINAL
GV Multi-media is born!
An MBO by Brian Abrahams and Lilian Cutting saw
Greenham Video separate from its parent company and
become GV Multi-media. A logo was swiftly adopted
featuring the now familiar ellipse.

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

2007 GLASS ORB
After six years, the logo gets a face lift. The upgrade saw
the marketing team take advantage of the trend of
glass-effect icons and applied it to the ellipse to create a
glass orb. The ‘Multi-media’ text was subjected to tighter
kerning.

2020 ORBIT
During the summer, our marketing team put
their heads together and decided that the 3D
effect of the orb needed a refresh and that
‘multimedia’ is a term that no longer reﬂected
the service we provide. As the country’s leading
AV solutions provider, we needed a brand that
adequately represented what we do.

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

2009 BLACK TEXT
GV began working from a new colour palette. In
favouring consistency across all marketing activities, the
team opted to use black text over the traditional navy
blue, allowing a wider range of placement over imagery.
A white text version was the alternative.

Our new brand serves as a complete overhaul of
the current logo, that still references the heritage
of the company while presenting us in a more
appropriate light.
We are now GVAV and we’re the specialists when
it comes to audio visual solutions.

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

Did you know...
2015 HYPHEN REMOVAL
In 2015, the decision was made to remove the hyphen
from the company name - making a more popular
presentation of the word.

While GV has operated in its current incarnation since 2001, the
company has been providing AV solutions ever since the team
emerged as the video division within Greenham Trading - hence us
having over 45 years of experience.
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Learning & Teaching
Spaces Managers Group

“THE VOICE OF AV’S HIGHER
EDUCATION SECTOR”
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Learning & Teaching
Spaces Managers Group

ABOUT US

JOIN US

The Learning and Teaching Spaces
Managers Group is an end user
community of AV and Learning Space
managers, who share ideas and
expertise via an active mailbase, which
now comprises over 350 members! Our
members have a broad range of skills
and are always willing to welcome new
members.

The Learning and Teaching Spaces Managers
Group was created to provide Higher Education
AV, Media and IT managers with a forum to share
knowledge and ideas through a private mailing list.
As well as an active mailing list our key focus is
our annual conference, which provides members
with the opportunity to network and exchange
ideas.

It's completely free to join and you'll
immediately gain access to our
mailbase and member directory. In
addition, you'll also be eligible to attend
our free technology showcase and
networking events throughout the year,
as well as our 3 day annual conference
and supplier exhibition.

If you currently work within Higher Education and
are responsible for the design, speciﬁcation,
installation or support of Audio Visual systems
then please join us.
Visit ltsmg.co.uk or email info@ltsmg.co.uk for
more information. Follow us on social media to
keep up to date on our latest events.

ltsmg.co.uk

facebook.com/LTSMG

info@ltsmg.co.uk

@LTSMG_UK
linkedin.com/company/LTSMG
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SOLID SHINE LAMP-FREE PROJECTORS
Many projector issues are solved with the LED/Laser light source. From the moment
you turn on the projector, you'll notice the difference with the ‘quick on’ functionality
and immediate full brightness. No more lamps and air filters, which lets you enjoy
maintenance-free use for about 20,000 hours while maintaining excellent brightness
and picture quality.

Large Venue 3-Chip DLP™

Project on a grand scale for the greatest impact with our 3-chip DLP laser projectors.
SOLID SHINE laser technology delivers higher brightness for immersive and vivid picture
quality.
PT-RS11K

SXGA+

12,000 lm

PT-RZ12K

WUXGA

12,000 lm

PT-RS20K

SXGA+

21,000 lm

PT-RZ21K

WUXGA

21,000 lm

PT-RQ22K

4K

21,000 lm

PT-RQ34K

4K

31,000 lm

PT-RQ35K

WUXGA

31,000 lm

Portable LCD

Flexibility defines the PT-VMZ60 Series, the world’s lightest LCD laser projectors.
Carry it easily from room to room and let 1.6x zoom and Vertical/Horizontal Lens-Shift
perfectly align large-format pictures on screen in spaces big or small.
PT-VMZ60

WUXGA

6,000 lm

PT-VMZ50

WUXGA

5,000 lm

PT-VMZ40

WUXGA

4,500 lm

PT-VMW60

WXGA

6,000 lm

PT-VMW50

WXGA

5,000 lm

Installation LCD
PT-MZ16KL

WUXGA

16,000 lm

PT-MZ13KL

WUXGA

13,000 lm

PT-MZ10KL

WUXGA

10,000 lm

PT-MZ770

WUXGA

8,000 lm

PT-MZ670

WUXGA

6,500 lm

PT-MZ570

WUXGA

5,500 lm

PT-MW730

WXGA

8,000 lm

PT-MW630

WXGA

6,500 lm

PT-MW530

WXGA

5,500 lm

Installation 1-Chip DLP

Portable 1-Chip DLP

Revolutionary RGB LED projectors creat
vibrant, high-colour images for teams
in collaborations spaces.
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Panasonic leads the way in projectors for fixed installation. From DLP projectors to
LCD projectors, they deliver big, bright, colourful images guaranteed to free your
imagination and capture your audience’s attention.

PT-LRZ35

WUXGA

3,500 lm

PT-LRW35

WXGA

3,500 lm

PT-RCQ10

4,608,000 (2715 x 1697)

PT-RCQ80

4,608,000 (2715 x 1697)

8,400 lm

PT-RZ120

WUXGA

12,000 lm

PT-RZ990

WUXGA

10,000 lm

PT-RZ890

WUXGA

8,800 lm

PT-RZ790

WUXGA

7,200 lm

PT-RZ690

WUXGA

6,200 lm

PT-FRZ60

WUXGA

6,200 lm

PT-FRZ50

WUXGA

5,400 lm

PT-FRZ55

WUXGA

5,200 lm

10,500 lm
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Creative brilliance
brought to life

EB-L510U

WUXGA Laser Projector
Versatile entry-level laser projector with 5,000-lumen WUXGA
performance, ideal for replacing existing lamp-based projectors
in meeting rooms and educational establishments.
The EB-L510U offers a range of great features including
HDBaseT, HDMI connectivity, and lens shift.

4

EB-1485Fi

Interactive Laser Projector
Transform your classroom or workplace with this large, scalable display that
enriches collaboration and engagement, and promotes greater knowledge
sharing using the latest and most versatile connectivity options. The Full HD,
5,000 lm EB-1485Fi has been designed to be easy to use, enriching
collaborative and agile working environments.

EB-L610U

WUXGA Laser Projector
The EB-L610U is an entry-level laser projector and the ideal replacement
for existing lamp-based models in meeting rooms and educational
establishments. It offers outstanding 6,000-lumen brightness, Full HD
WUXGA resolution, and a range of great features including HDBaseT
and HDMI connectivity, screen-mirroring, and lens shift.
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MANUFACTURED

Innovative Workspace Solutions

Shield black frame

IN THE UK

Optional glass pen tray

Aluminium frame

Formatted Projection Whiteboards

WriteOn®Glass Magnetic Whiteboards

Speedy-Fold Screens

A choice of 3 formats and 2 frame designs available to suit
individual requirements. A high quality vitreous enamel semimatte steel whiteboard suitable for projection and drywipe
markers also accepts magnets. Aluminium frame version is suitable
for short throw projectors. 4:3, 16:9, 16:10 options.

The ultimate in contemporary drywipe presentations. Chrome mounts
‘float’ the board away from the wall. Available in a choice of 10 sizes up
to 2.4 metres wide. The surface cleans easily with no ghosting. Made
from toughened safety glass with a steel back. Accepts super strength
neodinium magnets. Optional matching glass pen tray available. Other
styles & colours are available

The ultimate large scale portable screen, Speedy-Fold is simple
to erect thanks to the quick release catches and sturdy aluminium
sections. Frame sections simply fold out, lock into shape and
mount on the T bar feet. Full screen kit includes frame, legs and
screencloth. Heavy duty wheeled case for storage and mobility.

Height (mm) Width (mm)
Black Frame
1224
1618
1224
1933
1224
2143
Aluminium Frame
1218
1612
1218
1927
1218
2137
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Format

Weight

Code

4:3
16:10
16:9

27kg
32kg
35kg

PW1520
PW1250
PW1120

4:3
16:10
16:9

27kg
32kg
35kg

PWA1520
PWA1250
PWA1120

Height (mm)
900
1000
1000
1000
1200
1200

Width (mm)
600
650
1500
2000
900
2400

Code
G6090/WH
G6510/WH
G1015/WH
G1020/WH
G9012/WH
G1224/WH

Height x Width
1950 x 2575
3190 x 4210

Format

Weight

Code

4:3
4:3

45kg
60kg

282418
284030
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Innovative Workspace Solutions

Professional Projection

Electric Model

50mm black borders enhance the image.
Extended black drop.
No electrical installation required,
supplied with a 2.7m cable and plug.
Optional wall switch connects to RJ11
socket.

Manual models
also available

Bespoke screens:
screens for front and rear projection are available,
please contact us for further details.

Hook on the screen

Electrically operated projection screens are supplied as standard with

Semi-permanent, always in view screens for dedicated areas
such as board rooms, conference rooms, training and home
cinema rooms. The 8cm wide light absorbing velvet frame is
supplied in sections to help with assembly and installation.

mounting bracket system. Requires electrical installation. Both models
include black borders to all 4 sides to enhance the projected image and
can be mounted to a wall or ceiling. Other accessories are available.
Width (mm) 1:1

4:3, widescreen 16:9 and 16:10 formats.
4:3
EFS16V
EFS18V
EFS20V
EFS24V
EFS30V

16:10
EFS2012
EFS2415
EFS3018

Now ready for use

Eyeline® Design Electric & Manual Screens

Eyeline® Frame
Projection Screens

Width (mm)
1760
1960
2160
2560
3160

Click into position

16:9
EFS16W
EFS18W
EFS20W
EFS24W
EFS30W

4:3

16:10
Electric only
1600
EMS16W
**V16W
1800
**S18W
**V18W
2000
**S20W
**V20W
EEL20W
2400
**S24W
**V24W
EEL24W
3000
**S30W
**V30W
EEL30W
350mm Extension bracket
EBKT30
** Add EM for Manual Screens ** Add EE for Electric Screens.

16:9
**W16W
**W18W
**W20W
**W24W
**W30W

Connectivity

Extension Bracket

IR Sensor and
Manual Override

Eyeline® Pro Channel Fix
Electric Screens

This screen comes with an infra-red (IR) remote control and IR
extension cable. 12v trigger with a 10m cable for operation when
to a RS232 central control system. Built in manual override
button. Mount to a wall or ceiling. Other accessories are available.
Width (mm)
4:3
1560
SEV15
1690
1800
SEV18
2130
SEV20
2440
SEV24
2760
3150
SEV30
Extention Brackets

16:10
SE18ST
SE20ST
SE24ST
SE30ST

16:9
SEW16
SEW18
SEW20
SEW24
SEW26
SEW30
EPB35
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE &
22” LCD HAND
SANITISER DISPLAY
PART CODE: 223LHS-HDCT-V7

Auto
Dispenser

Auto Dispense via the built-in IR
Sensor, clean, safe & completely
touch free to avoid cross
infection.

3.6L Internal
Reservoir

Volume: 3600ml – provides
7500 Pumps. Number of
Dispensing times can be
adjusted to 1,2,3 or 4.

Cloud Digital Signage
& Pump Reports

Schedule & upload Media
Content instantly. View Pump
usage and set email alerts
when it’s running low.

Floor Standing
or Wall Mounted

Fixing points make wall
mounting installation an a easy
solution, or a floor stand for a
more mobile freestanding
solution.
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HAND HYGIENE

21.5” LCD HAND
SANITISER KIOSK

22” IP65 OUTDOOR
SANITISER DISPLAY

10” LCD HAND
SANITISER DISPLAY

IDISPLAY
THERMOMETER

PART NUMBER: 213KHS-HDCT-V7

PART NUMBER: 225OHS-HDNT-V7

PART NUMBER: 102LHS-HDCT-V7

PART NUMBER: UITH108-B03

Auto Dispenser

IP65 Outdoor Rated

Auto Dispenser

High Temperature Alarm

3.5L Internal Reservoir

Sunlight Readable

3.5L Internal Reservoir

Access Control

Pump Usage Reports

UV Protected

Plug & Play Media Player

Works with Masks

PCAP Touch Screen

Temperature Controlled

Foam, Gel & Spray Nozzles

Facial Recognition

4G / WIFI Antenna

Removable Android Media Player

Floor Standing

Email Alerts

Floor Standing

Pump Usage Reports

Wall Mountable

Custom Fever Alarm

Wall Mounted

3.5L Reservoir

Remote Monitoring Server

Foam, Gel & Spray Nozzles

Foam, Gel & Spray Nozzles

Ticket Printer

Android 8.1 OS

Range of Stands

Range of Stand Heights
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REBRANDING THE COMPANY

Our new website Introducing GVAV.com
A huge part of our rebranding process has seen the development of a new GV website. With the old site beginning to show some wear and tear and a few
wrinkles after six years of use, we opted to work with a new partner to develop an online presence that suitably reﬂects GV and what we can offer our
customers.
The new site not only looks fresher but is easy to navigate and ﬁnd what you’re looking for. With new case studies, dedicated landing pages, and areas
aimed at particular sectors, the website ably showcases GV’s abilities. Please take a look and let us know what you think!
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AV FOR PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION

2020 / 2021

INTERACTION
SATISFACTION
READ ALL ABOUT OUR INTERACTIVE PANELS INCLUDING
THE ALL-NEW SMART BOARD® LINEUP FROM PAGE 83.

CONTENTS
Pen Tablets
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Camcorders

82

Webcams

82

Visualisers

83 - 84

Touchscreen Desk Monitors

83

COVID-19 Protection Screens

83

Presentation Systems

84

Tablet / Notebook Charging

84

Interactive Panels & Software

85 - 90

Distance Learning

91
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Supplying schools with exciting,
inspiring AV products for over

years!

LOGITECH C930E
Business webcam
Experience video calls that are the next best
thing to being there in person. Sophisticated
technology in the Logitech C930e Webcam
delivers clear video and sound in virtually any
environment, even low-light conditions. With
1080p resolution, H.264 video compression and
a wide 90-degree ﬁeld of view, C930e offers
advanced webcam capabilities for superior
video conferencing.

WACOM INTUOS PRO
Pen tablets
Wacom Intuos Pro offers you more natural creative control than ever
before. Combined with the super-sensitive Wacom Pro Pen 2, our
sleek new tablet looks and feels amazing. Like to start your projects
on paper? The Paper Edition enables to automatically convert paper
sketches into digital ﬁles, as you draw. Perfect for your next creative
breakthrough.

PANASONIC HC-VXF990EB
4K Ultra HD Camcorder
Capture breathtaking 4k images and video with the HC-VXF990EB
camcorder's LEICA Dicomar Lens. This camcorder also features smooth
zooming and wireless multi camera functionality.
It’s easier than ever to capture masterful 4K videos and photos thanks
to high speed, high precision autofocus.
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At GVAV, we have over 45 years of experience when it comes to providing educational
environments with the very best AV.
That experience has taught us that a school’s requirements don’t always involve complex systems. Here, we’ve included a few examples of
fantastic products in our portfolio from the world’s best manufacturers that we provide to schools all over the country on a regular basis.

ELMO OX-1
Document camera
The perfect document camera for distance learning. The OX-1 provides the highest quality image for the most
economical price. The OX-1 displays 1080p Full HD over USB and captures at up to 30fps max (@720p).
The specially crafted lens allows for the most accurate color reproduction in its class.
The OX-1 offers 8x digital zoom via software and comes with a built-in microphone. Looking for a high quality
web cam? The OX-1 doubles as just that. There is no need for software or drivers, just plug it in and be seen.

IIYAMA PROLITE T2252MSC-B1
22” P-CAP 10pt touch screen featuring IPS panel technology
With its Full HD (1920x1080) resolution and accurate Projective Capacitive 10-point touch technology, the ProLite
T2252MSC-B1 delivers seamless and accurate touch response. Featuring IPS LCD screen technology, it offers exceptional
colour performance and wide viewing angels, making it a perfect choice for a vast array of interactive applications.
In addition, the edge-to-edge glass and ultra slim design creates an eye-catching ﬁnish. The ProLite T2252MSC-B1 is the ideal
solution for interactive signage, instore retail, POS, and interactive presentations.

EDBAK PROSCREEN PLEXI
COVID-19 protection screen
Staying safe is the best protection against coronavirus. This is especially important in schools
where everyday contact with people cannot always be avoided. EDBAK Proscreen is
designed to protect staff and students from direct contact and increase hygiene and safety.
Available as freestanding and clamped solutions.

HxWxD
100 cm x 75 cm x 4 mm

HxWxD
50 cm x 75 cm x 4 mm
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CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGIES

AVer Classroom Technology Makes
for Effective Digital Classrooms!
Teachers are already starting to find even more ways for
pupils to learn or express their creativity through increased
opportunities within the classroom. Whether teachers are
developing project work, implementing distance learning or
developing classroom collaboration, visualisers, charging
trolleys, and interactive control boxes help increase young
people’s engagement with activities within the classroom.

Interactive Control Boxes
As a stand-alone Android™ module, the CB-310 easily
connects to any display and is designed for seamless
integration via multiple output ports. Its split screen feature
enables up to four different student ideas or presentations to
all be displayed simultaneously, making it a perfect solution
for side-by-side comparisons and group collaboration.

Visualisers
The M11-8MV is designed for digital
and distance learning, and it is perfect
for using as a USB camera to shoot
presenters
or
visualise
teaching
materials. The M90UHD is a visualiser
with an impressive lineup of features
that include a 4K imaging, and a 14X
optical zoom capacity, which helps
teachers demonstrate all types of
materials in an extraordinarily vivid way.
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Charging Trolleys
The E24c and E32c charging
trolleys provide teachers
with a wonderfully efficient,
effortless, and economical
experience when charging
classroom devices.

The future of collaboration
for classrooms and meeting rooms

Pivot

mount
No gap wall

Samsung Flip is the perfect tool to engage today’s young students, facilitating critical
teaching moments and helping students and instructors collaborate, expressing
themselves with powerful technology that couldn’t be easier to use.
Magnetic
pen holder

Optional Pen tray

As an upgrade to traditional boards, the Flip helps keep kids engaged. Unique features
like brush mode, intuitive notation and navigation, web browser integration and
document viewer help students participate directly in their own learning.
For higher education, Samsung Flip is a powerful tool to keep a larger auditorium
involved in a lecture. The display can be mirrored on a larger screen, allowing students
to see the details. In student labs, the Flip helps students work together to generate
new ideas, share and learn together.

Let’s Flip. Learning simplified.
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Education Solutions

Includes FREE
Learning Software:
SMART Notebook®
basic version
+
BONUS
1-year subscription
to SMART
Learning Suite

A world of exclusive new breakthroughs

ONE REVOLUTIONARY INTERACTIVE LINEUP
The all-new SMART Board® lineup has the right interactive solution for every educational need,
from enhancing student outcomes to getting all the essentials in one affordable package – each
with new, breakthrough features that boost engagement, ease of use and ROI.
The SMART Board 6000S series has exclusive
interactive technology to bridge physical and digital
learning, sensors to optimise the classroom
environment and industry-leading touch and ink
technology.

How SMART is that?
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Display your 6th sense
Bridge physical and digital learning with ToolSense.™

6000S series

7000R series

MX series

WELCOME TO THE

IIYAMA CLASSROOM
Transform the
classroom
experience.
Engage your students with
interactive content. Unleash
their creativity with iiyama LFD
touchscreens. Let’s make
teaching and learning fun!

ProLite 03-series
The interactive 03-series 4K UHD large format displays feel right at home in every classroom.
With its high resolution IPS panel, free classroom software tools and handy features, it’s ready
to inspire young minds with stunning graphics, content-rich presentations and detailed lesson
materials that need to be visible from anywhere in the classroom.

Available in ﬁve sizes: 55, 65, 75, 86, and 98 inch.
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Deliver dynamic lessons
with SMART Notebook,
Promethean Flipcharts,
Docs
IDEAL SOLUTIONS FOR IN-CLASS, REMOTE OR HYBRID TEACHING!

Hardware
MimioDisplay3
Interactive Flat Panel
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Software
Cloud and
Local Solutions

Training
Online
Self-Paced

Service
24/7
UK-Based

STEM
3D Printers,
Robotics & More

EDUCATION
SOLUTIONS

Prepare
Present
Participate
Whether you need to create dynamic
engaging lessons or promote a collaborative
meeting environment, ViewBoard and
myViewBoard is the perfect solution.
98”
86”
75”

ViewBoard® IFP50 Series

4K Interactive Displays from 55” up to 98”
Designed for the modern classrooms, the ViewBoard IFP50 series has
the most intuitive interactive interface. Complemented with our native
built-in whiteboarding tool "myViewBoard", which further helps deliver
your engaging lessons with ease. Our "ViewBoard Cast" app provides
4-way, split-screen wireless content sharing, giving teachers more
options to deliver engaging lessons.

65”
55”

geometry

A better way to visualise your ideas and lessons
ViewSonic myViewBoard software is a powerful whiteboarding tool that enables a teacher to prepare dynamic lesson
plans, present creative content and deliver engaging lessons. Whether you are using Windows, Android, or Chrome,
myViewBoard works seamlessly with existing technology and can easily be integrated into any classrooms.
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KRAMER SCHOOLROOM SOLUTIONS

MEET KRAMER’S
CLASS OF 2020
KED-101

4K Wireless Classroom

KED-201

4K Kramer Maestro
Automated Classroom w/
Wired Connectivity

KED-301

Kramer Schoolroom Solutions eﬀortlessly integrate our latest AV technology into today's classrooms, improving engagement and
the learning experience with time saving tools for instant, easy on-screen lesson presentations from any device. Kramer Schoolroom
Solutions also support distance learning, oﬀering remote participants an experience that’s just as eﬀective as if they were physically
in the room!
Kramer Maestro hands-free automation frees teachers to teach without having to worry about complex technology, eliminating
unnecessary IT support calls. While Kramer hybrid classrooms allow educators to leverage emerging teaching techniques to help the
students of today prepare for tomorrow.

EASY & ENGAGING, IT-FRIENDLY CLASSROOMS THAT SUPPORT DISTANCE LEARNING

Distance learning
solutions for
remote students

Time saving tools for
instant on-screen
presentations

Easy hands-free AV
automation

Eliminate
unnecessary IT
support calls

Safe and secure
wired and wireless
device connection

The latest in-class
and remote hybrid
learning tools

4K Kramer Maestro
Automated Classroom w/
Wired & Wireless
Connectivity

KED-401

4K Hybrid Classroom w/
Integrated VC, Kramer
Maestro Automation, and
Wired & Wireless
Connectivity

KED-402

Hybrid Classroom w/
Integrated VC, Live
Streaming to Video
Platforms and Wired &
Wireless Connectivity
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INTRODUCING GV TECHNICAL

GV’s Technical Team:
At Your Service for
your distance
learning needs!
The COVID-19 pandemic saw a rise in the
requirement for virtual classrooms and distance
learning solutions.
GVAV has a national technical team who are
ready to support you with any remote learning
needs that you may have, wherever you are in
the country.
Contact your local branch for more information
on how our skilled Technical Team can help you.
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OUR SERVICES

Systems Integration
GV Multimedia has a strong reputation for delivering
tightly integrated, easy to use and well-managed AV
solutions within time and budget. Bringing our strong
design, engineering and project management skills to
all our installations, we are recognised as an
award-winning integrated solutions provider. We have
the experience and expertise for the effective
integration of multiple Audio Visual products and
technologies as well as integration with your existing
systems.
We provide the widest range of AV integration
solutions. From simple projection / large format
displays for simple room types to large scale,
estate-wide projects, our systems integrations
experience provides real, tangible user and solution
beneﬁts.
Via continued training and development we ensure
our technical teams remain current with manufacturer
technologies and industry developments. As a result,
you can always be conﬁdent of our ability to offer and
deliver impeccably designed and robust integrated AV
solutions.

Photo kindly provided by

Pictured: GV’s installation at London Business School’s Sammy Ofer Centre.
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OUR SERVICES

Solutions choice
& design
From the smallest meeting room or collaboration space to
the largest multi-site, estate-wide AV systems solution, GV
has the skills and resource to ensure success and best
possible return on your investment. Our System Designers
are highly trained, skilled, and perfectly placed to help
realise your AV needs and aspirations.
Our award-winning team of AV Solutions Architects draw
on a wealth of experience to help ensure that the products
and solutions chosen are best matched to our customers’
needs. Whether we are working to a speciﬁc third-party
brief or to meet an overarching business, academic or
collaboration requirement, we draw upon best of breed
technologies, following the latest trends and manufacturer
roadmaps, so that your choice of solution best meets all of a
projects’ stated needs.
Our solutions designs are innovative, thoroughly capable
and cost-effective whatever the AV requirement. From the
smallest meeting room through to fully-ﬂedged control
rooms, lecture theatres and multi-million pound AV estates,
our skilled Solutions Architects, Engineers and Project
Managers design and deliver systems that are user friendly,
efﬁcient and meet your needs using the very latest
technologies and methods.
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OUR SERVICES

Rack Build
Our dedicated, experienced team are skilled at building
AV racks to time, speciﬁcation and the highest quality.
Typically, these are produced in one of our regional build
centres - minimising travel and maximising quality.
Using dedicated rack wiremen combined with an
extensive portfolio of AV products, our racks are
consistent, of the highest quality and ready-to-install.
GV racks are all designed to meet our customers’ exact
speciﬁcations. Whenever possible we build each system
in our controlled facilities and always to the highest
industry standards. This carries multiple advantages and
allows us to bring to site fully assembled and tested
racks. GV engineering would typically provide the
installation, integration, commissioning and handover
services as part of our complete service.
To ensure maximum ﬂexibility, GV operates a large stock
holding of rack-build equipment, materials and
integration hardware so that any last-minute changes
can be accommodated.
Whether building racks for an extensive multi-room roll
out, or if your needs are more simple, GV Rack Build
Services are there to get the job done with best quality,
great efﬁciency and competitively priced.
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OUR SERVICES

Project management
Expert Project Management is key to customer satisfaction and
success. As a result, we invest heavily in our project management
team, as well as investing in the tools and systems needed to
maximise a project’s efﬁciency. Our project managers are focused on
ensuring that all critical project steps and timelines are proactively
managed, reported and met so that our projects are delivered to time
and budget.
At GV we recognise the importance of high quality, well implemented
project management. To this end, each project is allocated an
experienced and qualiﬁed Project Manager to ensure the project runs
to time, budget and design speciﬁcation.
Dependent on the project type and scale, GV often allocates
additional Project Managers focused on the contractual, multi-trade,
Health and Safety and on-boarding elements of the wider project.
This is especially beneﬁcial for our clients when the job is part of an
overarching construction project or where a building contractor is
co-ordinating multiple works. Typically, we integrate tightly with this
structure into the main contractor project team.
Our project managers are PRINCE2-trained, CTS qualiﬁed and hold a
host of additional accreditations that ensure suitability to manage any
installation, in addition to years of AV solutions project -management
experience. GV’s Project Managers have a clear understanding of the
timelines, procedures and processes involved for success. We are also
experienced at working alongside the other trades that could also
occupy site. This knowledge helps us to ensure good working
relationships and, importantly, smooth running of large scale AV
projects that may be part of main contractor or large building works.
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Pictured: GV’s installation at London Business School’s Sammy Ofer Centre.

Photo kindly provided by
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OUR SERVICES

Training
AV technology and AV as an industry is in a
constant state of evolution - it's what makes it such
an exciting ﬁeld in which to work. However, we
understand that such rapid development can be
daunting for anybody that doesn't deal with AV on
a daily basis. Still, regardless of how technologically
savvy a customer may be, embracing new
products and methods of operation is essential as
each development helps augment any business'
practices and allow them to provide their own
customers with better service in an increasingly
competitive environment. User adoption and
conﬁdence in the solution is vital to a project's
overall success. We recognise this and offer
guidance to ensure users are adept at getting the
most out of their systems.
Training is a critical part of any well-designed and
installed Audio Visual system. A solution combined
with quality user adoption and systems training is
an extremely powerful and enabling tool.
Conversely without proper training, you'll never use
your system to its full potential.
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OUR SERVICES

Technical support
Good Technical Support is key to any effective AV
solution. GV offer on site, off site and remote support
options, whilst our GV Technical Services team
members undergo regular product training with our
manufacturers in order to ensure a complete and
current understanding of the latest AV equipment
and technologies.
In order to accommodate our customers' varied
technical support needs, we have a range of systems
and technologies to help provide our customers
with the very best support and service available
whilst ensuring that all relevant data for a given
support ticket is referenced and searchable, allowing
us to spot support trends and quickly draw on our
relevant expertise for solutions.
Customer satisfaction and continued operation of
our solutions is of paramount importance to GV.
Therefore, we take all support requirements very
seriously. Skills training and AV currency is therefore
key to all we do allowing us to offer informed,
professional support and advice on best usage of AV
equipment, which helps to ensure it remains in peak
working order throughout its lifespan.
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OUR SERVICES

Maintenance
Our nationwide network of GV branches
means local and experienced engineering
support is available for our maintenance
customers and contracts. When supplying an
AV solution, our products are all backed with
a comprehensive manufacturer warranty and
often with additional or enhanced warranty
offerings negotiated for your beneﬁt.
Our maintenance and care services ensure
that your AV systems comply with
manufacturer usage and install guidelines
therefore protecting your warranty whilst also
keeping your systems in best health with
preventative and proactive system
assessments.
We recognise the importance of your AV
systems working ﬁrst time, every time. For
this reason, we are able to offer a range of
GVCARE+ services to match our customers’
needs. Furthermore, bespoke maintenance
plans, site-resident engineers, extended
hours and short-term event or operational
support options are all available. So, whatever
your maintenance needs or budget, GV can
tailor a package to suit.
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OUR SERVICES

Control systems
& interface
programming
GV Multimedia has been at the forefront of
bespoke integrated Audio Visual educational and
business solutions since their inception. Efﬁcient,
high quality, clear Control Systems and Interface
programming is vital to any well-designed and
easy to use AV solution.
Our programming team is experienced, certiﬁed,
and proven with hundreds of solutions from
meeting room, classroom and lecture theatre
control to complex and more challenging larger
systems. These may incorporate estate-wide AV
management, lighting, audio, and building
management - including proactive environmental
room monitoring as well as room and asset
booking solutions.
Irrespective of the programming required, whether
based on Crestron, AMX, Extron or another, our
solutions are efﬁcient, clear and easy to use. Our
programming team carries certiﬁcations from all
of the key control system
manufacturers, so you can be assured of efﬁcient
and timely control solutions - whether as part of an
AV solution we provide or in order to make an
existing system’s functionality more intuitive and
reliable.
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CASE STUDY

The University of Edinburgh

James Clerk Maxwell Building
November 2019 saw GV’s Scottish team undertake a comprehensive
installation at the University of Edinburgh’s James Clerk Maxwell Building.
The aim was to change the use of a quiet study space into a high-end
training room inclusive of a large format interactive display, repeater
displays for group workstations, HDBaseT transmission of video, audio,
Ethernet, and control. The ability to use the space for ad-hoc sessions,
including BYOD, was also taken into consideration. As the space had
previously been designed for quiet independent study, the project required
a complete overhaul of the AV within the space.
GV has a longstanding relationship with the University and has worked with
various members of the AV team on successive installations. This project was
one of several directly awarded to GV throughout 2019. Having worked with
the University to develop their AV standard, this installation was initiated to
trial a new training room model which could then be rolled out across the
establishment in due course. The team relished this exciting, pioneering
assignment.
The brief from the University of Edinburgh was thorough, detailed and
speciﬁc. GV were mindful to adhere to this brief and were meticulous from
commencement of the project. This project stands out due to the team’s
ability to provide a solution in line with the customer’s high AV standards
and thus offer a system that is uniform in terms of user access while being
technologically proﬁcient.
GV’s Scottish team delivered a solution that ably met the customer’s brief,
leaving them very satisﬁed with the overall result and accepting this pilot
room as a template to roll out to other spaces in the University. The
customer made note to commend GV for their high standards, singling out
the straightforward commission process.
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CASE STUDY

Teesside University

Student Life Building
GV’s North East Team were chosen by Teesside University to deliver a full AV
ﬁtout for their brand-new Student Life Building - a £13.2m student-centred
space designed to inspire and empower success in learning and life.
With the Student Life Building’s aim to be a technologically enabled
environment that supports a variety of learning styles, the AV needed to
facilitate ﬂexibility of attendance, and stimulate social and collaborative
learning.
With GV being experts in the provision of agile and hybrid spaces, Student
Life Building provided an ideal showcase to present a comprehensive and
varied AV system built around a building wide ZeeVee SDVoE AV-over-IP
backbone. This infrastructure facilitates easy integration of current and
future equipment onto a dedicated AV network, ensuring that the AV
system remains malleable and accommodating, regardless of space usage
requirements. The project marked an extensive, large-scale HE deployment
of ZeeVee Zyper4K products, allowing uncompressed 4K content over a
university network - a rarity in the UK.
The accommodating nature of the AVoIP network enabled the integration
of a huge variety of end-user facing elements. These included Panasonic
digital signage, a large 3x3 Panasonic video wall, learning space systems
featuring Clevertouch panels and Extron control, a collaborative classroom,
and a café featuring ONELAN signage and a discreet yet powerful Sonos
driven Bose audio sound system.
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The team delivered on the intricate brief set out by Teesside. They were
provided with an extensive, ﬂexible, collaborative solution that ably met the
demands of the building’s requirements and provided a futureproof
infrastructure. The result is a cutting-edge building where the AV
performance matches the modern aesthetic, making this a project that
both the customer and the GV team can be proud of.
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CASE STUDY

Loughborough University

Quorn Lecture Theatre
GV’s Coventry team has been working closely with Loughborough University
for over 10 years and has carried out multiple projects across their campus.
Working with contractors and other 3rd parties, the team transformed a tired
multipurpose hall into a ﬂexible 562-seat lecture theatre. The twist, however, is
the auditorium features an electric folding stepped-sliding soundproof
partition – capable of dividing the space, with a third / two third split, into a
pair of smaller theatres. The University now has a medium-sized theatre, a
large theatre and, when opened up, provides the largest auditorium at their
disposal.
The original brief took on multiple drafts as the project designs evolved. It was
essential that the theatre was to adhere to aesthetic uniformity, having a
similar look, feel, and performance to other spaces that the team has
previously delivered. In this project however, the team was to add elements of
gravitas to set the space apart as Loughborough University’s ﬂagship theatre.
AV included within the hall includes a large, 2.5m wide TeamMate lectern The Air. This large desk includes a conﬁdence monitor, boundary microphone,
visualiser and the control panel to operate the AV system.
Panasonic PT-MZ770 projectors were installed providing triple projection,
while Nexo PS8 speakers and LS400 subwoofers were used for full range
program sound and voice lift within the space.
This system then connects to a second TeamMate lectern, located in the
smaller space. The lectern can be disconnected to be removed so the space
can be used more ﬂexibly.
The result is a solution providing three spaces in one, offering the requisite
ﬂexibility to provide the University with an incredible ﬂagship hall.
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CASE STUDY

Wrightington, Wigan & Leigh NHS Foundation Trust

Data & Analytics Hub
Featuring displays of various sizes, NEC Inﬁnityboards, and meeting rooms
with videoconferencing - the Data & Analytics Hub is a veritable trove of
display and interactive AV funtionality.
Having worked with GV North West on multiple occasions, the Wrightington,
Wigan and Leigh NHS Foundation Trust asked the team to provide a solution
that would deliver a visual presence of real time analytic data throughout
their ofﬁce. They required a series of individual displays which could
broadcast speciﬁc information per screen and also broadcast information to
all screens. Part of the brief also included a video wall which would be
viewable for the entire ofﬁce and give them the capability to use this either
for presenting data, or for videoconferencing on occasion. In addition, there
were two smaller ofﬁces which were to be set up as meeting spaces with
equipment to facilitate presentations. A videoconferencing solution was also
integrated into the director’s ofﬁce, and a terrestrial TV was provided for the
staff breakout area.
The Trust wanted a facility that they could be proud of, both aesthetically and
for its functionality. The customer had a clear vision of how they envisioned
the ﬁnished project and, because of the GV team’s relationship with them,
they were able to work closely during the pre-project planning, and then
work with their project management team throughout the installation
phase. This ensured that the team continually had PM presence on site,
allowing them to make minor organic alterations to the delivery detail on site
based on the client feedback as the installation began to take shape. This
ensured that the ﬁnal delivery was something that the client felt was exactly
what they had asked for.
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This Data and Analytics Facility is the ﬁrst of its kind in the NHS. Providing
real time data about the performance of our health sector enables informed,
evidenced decisions to be made and processes to be improved in order to
enhance the efﬁciency and effectiveness of this resource.
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CASE STUDY

University of Bristol

Fry Building
In 2014, the University of Bristol began work on a £33 million renovation to
transform Fry Building into a new home for the School of Mathematics.
The project involved AV system design and integration into a variety of
spaces including seminar rooms, lecture theatres, and tutorial suites. The
highlight however was the inclusion of a specialist Access Grid Node to
facilitate the University's participation in Taught Course Centre (TCC)
activities.
The biggest challenge involved the duration of the project, during which the
University's established standards were updated, necessitating changes into
the latest designs. In addition, the project provided a notable obstacle in
review of the obsolete elements and technologies in relation to the Access
Grid Node. With technologies associated having fallen out of common
usage, GV conducted in-depth analysis into the current use of Access Grid
Nodes to determine the key components, and conduct trials on the current
software before successfully delivering a modern, fully digital system.
In January 2018, operations where shut down when a large section of the
building was damaged when a ﬁre broke out. Following the incident,
necessary rapid adaptation of planned engineering works relied heavily on
robust and agile project management methods. GV's Project Management
throughout this process was critical.
The success of the Access Grid Node is a huge achievement, but it is the
work ethic of the team that makes Fry Building so signiﬁcant. This project
represented one of the most uniquely challenging situations that Exeter’s
Management Team has encountered. GV relied on a wealth of experience
and good disciplines, brought about by an awareness of key Project
Management methods. The team managed to achieve completion of all
installations in time for the start of the 2019/2020 academic year.
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CASE STUDY

Kingston University London

Town House
In 2017, Kingston University opted to replace an outdated temporary
building with a brand-new landmark teaching building that would serve as
a front door to the University. The Town House required a comprehensive AV
system into the building’s various areas including a courtyard, performance
teaching space, reception video wall, a divisible dance studio, group rooms,
as well as digital signage and room booking throughout. Having worked
with GV as a preferred partner since 2014, Kingston once again called upon
the London team to provide the desired solution.
With Town House being developed as the University’s ﬂagship building,
modernity was a key consideration throughout. This meant that the
solutions provided had to deliver both in terms of performance and
aesthetics. In keeping with the architectural design, the AV needed to
remain hidden and unobtrusive throughout.
Being a new-build project, it meant the GV also had to work around and
with other contractors. Liaising with all trades working on site, GV’s inclusive,
communicative project management meant that consideration was shown
throughout all parties, ensuring that the customer’s solution was delivered
to a high standard and with minimal interruption.
AV within the building includes AMX control, Panasonic projection,
Sennheiser sound reinforcement, and teaching desks / lecterns from JM all in line with Kingston University’s AV standards that were previously
developed in cooperation with GV.
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Town House marks one of the largest projects completed to date for one of
our most valued customers. The London team is proud to have delivered a
thorough, high quality system that exceeded the initial requirments of the
project. Having recieved positive feedback from the customer, the team is
looking forward to working with Kingston University on future projects as
their preferred partner.
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Head Office (London & South East)
Unit 1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex. TW3 2EB
 0208 814 5950
 ncutting@gvav.com

South West & South Wales
Unit 4, The Omega Centre,
Bittern Road,
Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter. EX2 7LT
 01392 499399
 rwatts@gvav.com

Midlands & Mid Wales
Unit 2E, 4020 Siskin Parkway East,
Middlemarch Business Park,
Coventry. CV3 4SU
 01455 221587
 kliddle@gvav.com

AV services you can rely on
Five local operating branches
GV Multimedia has installed thousands of projects nationwide. With local branches
covering the entire country and a central hub of systems and resources, we are ready
for any project, no matter the size or complexity.
At GV, we have the skills, local resources and experience to take your needs from a
concept to a fully integrated and supported Audio Visual solution.

Always contactable
GV Multimedia provides sales, service and support, accessible via mobile, web or
email. For our customers, this means that we’re always contactable when and
where you need us.
We take customer satisfaction very seriously, and so training, support and effective
project management are key to all we do.

North West & North Wales

Maintenance and support

Unit 4, Bag Lane Enterprise Centre,
Bag Lane, Atherton,
Manchester. M46 0JN

Our nationwide network of GV branches means local and experienced engineering
resource is available for our customers requiring maintenance and support. From
basic preventative maintenance through to site-resident engineers, extended hours
and short term event or operational support, whatever you require, GV can help.

 01942 884433
 jmcgarty@gvav.com

Our project, technical and programming teams are all focused on making sure your
AV projects deliver on every level with very best return on investment.

North East & Scotland
Unit 4C, Bergen Close,
Tyne Tunnel Industrial Estate
North Shields. NE29 7TA
 0191 303 9648
 matkinson@gvav.com

08000 27 40 06
www.gvav.com

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

